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Electromagnetic Induction Landmine Detection Using Bayesian Model Comparison Paul M. Goggans and Ying Chi University of Mississippi Department of Electrical Engineering University, Mississippi 38677, USA Abstract. Electromagnetic induction (EMI) landmine detection can be cast as a Bayesian model comparison problem. The models used for low metallic-content mine detection are based on the equivalent electrical circuit representation of the EMI detection system. The EMI detection system is characterized and modeled by the pulse response of its equivalent circuit. The analytically derived transfer function between the transmitter coil and receiver coil demonstrates that the EMI detection system is a third order system in the absence of a mine and that the presence of a mine adds an additional pole that makes the detection system fourth order. The value of the additional pole is determined by the equivalent inductance and resistance of the mine and is unique for each mine type. This change in system order suggests that measured system pulse responses can be used in conjunction with pulse response models to infer the presence or absence of a landmine. The difficulty of this technique is that the amplitude of the term added to the the system pulse response by the landmine is small compared to the pulse response of the system alone. To test the feasibility of Bayesian inference based EMI landmine detection, an EMI detection system experiment was designed and built. In the experiment the EMI detection system was driven by a broadband maximal-length sequence (MLS) in order to obtain sufficient dynamic range in the measured pulse responses. This paper presents the parameterized pulse response models for the detection system with and without a landmine present and gives appropriate priors for the parameters of these models. This paper also presents the ratios of computed posterior probabilities for the mine and no mine models based on data obtained from the experimental EMI landmine detection system. These odds demonstrate the potential for Bayesian EMI landmine detection. Keywords: Landmine Detection, Bayesian Model Comparison



INTRODUCTION Electromagnetic induction (EMI) landmine detection systems contain co-located transmitter and receiver coils. In operation, a time varying electric current flowing in the transmitter coil generates a primary magnetic field. This primary magnetic field induces eddy currents in the metallic body of a mine or, in the case of low metallic content mines, in the small metallic parts of the mine’s detonation mechanism. An electromotive force (EMF) is induced in the receiver coil due both to the magnetic field emanating from the eddy currents in the mine and to the primary magnetic field. Typically, the EMF due to the primary magnetic field is very much larger than the mine response EMF. Detection of landmines in EMI systems is based on observing the mine-response EMF. Traditional EMI sensors are driven by narrow–band excitation and operate at low center frequencies (typically in the tens of MHz region). These EMI systems are of primary use for the detection of mines with significant metal content and in general are of little



use in detecting modern plastic-bodied low–metallic content mines. A persistent problem with traditional narrow–band EMI systems is their inability to discriminate between mines and metallic clutter. Several modifications to traditional EMI systems have been considered in order to facilitate the discrimination of mines from other metallic objects (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4]). These make use of the fact that, when operated with wide frequency band excitation, the mine responses of EMI systems are characterized by an exponential decay in the time domain. The decay rate strongly depends on the mine type and, therefore, can potentially be used for mine type identification and to discriminate between mines and metallic clutter. Although discrimination has been successfully demonstrated, the state of the art in this area is still immature. In particular, the performance of current systems is hampered by their use of data collected after the initial response to an impulsive excitation has decayed to a level that is well below the mine response. This paper presents a promising new data collection design for EMI detection systems inspired by the success of others in using broadband excitation and in employing the known exponential decay of the mine response to improve landmine detection and discrimination. In this system the entire time-domain response is used as data. The new system was designed specifically to facilitate the application of Bayesian model comparison to the landmine-detection problem by insuring that accurate parameterized models for the system response both with and without a landmine present could be developed. Because of its optimal use of prior information and data, Bayesian model comparison has the potential to markedly improve the detection and discrimination performance of EMI landmine detection systems.



AN EMI LANDMINE DETECTION SYSTEM To test the feasibility of Bayesian inference based EMI landmine detection, an EMI detection system experiment was designed and built. The EMI detector constructed uses coaxial positioned transmitter and receiver coils as shown in Figure 1. The diameter of the transmitter coil was larger than that of the receiver coil so that the receiver coil can be placed inside the transmitter coil. Pictured in the center of the receiver coil is a shorted-loop simulant of a low metal content landmine 1 . In the experiment, the transmitter coil was driven through a power amplifier by a broadband maximal-length sequence (MLS) source. The receiver coil was loaded by the parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor. The measured response was the timesampled voltage across the receiver coil load. An EMI landmine detection system is characterized by its pulse response. Usually, the difference in the pulse response for the no-mine and with-mine case is very small, thus accurate and repeatable pulse response measurements are needed. It is for this reason that the maximal-length sequence (MLS) method [6] was chosen to measure system pulse response. In the MLS method the time–sampled voltage across the receiver coil load is transformed into the time–sampled 1



Shorted-loop landmine simulants are commonly used in research environments to avoid the hazard and expense of dealing with real landmines [5].



FIGURE 1.



Transmitter and receiver coils of the EMI landmine detection system.



system pulse response. Using the MLS determined system pulse response as data and pulse response models similar to the ones used in [7], the EMI landmine detection was treated as a model comparison problem. The algorithm for calculating posterior model probabilities used here employs the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method in conjunction with thermodynamic integration. In this algorithm, the thermodynamic integration calculations are accomplished by annealing an ensemble of Markov chains with an adaptive schedule [8]. In the Markov chain Monte Carlo method, samples are drawn from multi-dimensional distributions using a one-dimensional binary form of slice sampling used with a mapping from one dimension to multiple dimensions based on the Hilbert curve [9, 10]. The primary MCMC method, binary slice sampling, was combined with the leap frog method to increase sampling efficiency [11]. In the system, the ratio of computed posterior probabilities for the mine and no-mine models can be used to make a decision regarding the presence or absence of a landmine.



ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT When operated at relatively low frequency, the EMI landmine detection system can be modeled using linear system and lumped element theory. Figure 2 illustrates the equivalent circuit of the electromagnetic induction landmine detection system with Laplace transform impedances. In the figure, RT is the resistance of transmitter coil circuit, RR is the resistance of receiver coil, LT is the inductance of transmitter coil, LR is the inductance of receiver coil, and MRT is the mutual inductance between the
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FIGURE 2. EMI landmine detection system equivalent circuit diagram. TABLE 1.



Measured or calculated circuit element values for the experimental EMI detection system. Element RR LR RT LT MT R RL C Value



1.8Ω



505µH Ro 2.67mΩ



4.55Ω Lo 100.6nH



645µH 230.8µH MT O MOR 165nH



100Ω



1.1nF



263nH



transmitter and receiver coils. The small Ro and Lo loop in the equivalent circuit is the model of the mine or mine simulant [12]. The source voltage, Vs , is broad band with an equivalent pulse width of 1 µs. The system response is the measured voltage, VL , across the receiver coil load. The load is a resistor RL in parallel with a capacitor C. The values of RL and C were chosen to control bandwidth and to cause the system to be overdamped. The mutual inductances MT O and MOR model the magnetic field coupling between the detection system and the mine. When no mine is present, MT O = MOR = 0 and the detection system transfer function is 3rd order. The presence of a mine adds an additional real pole to the transfer function of the no-mine system and the detection system is then 4th order. Table 1 gives the measured or calculated circuit element values for the experimental EMI detection system. In the experiment, the landmine simulant is a 4 cm diameter single wire loop (18 gauge copper) placed on axis with the coils and laying on the nonconducting table holding the coils as shown in Figure 1. The plane of the simulant loop is 1 cm below the plane containing the bottom most turns of the transmitter and receiver coils. Using the equivalent circuit in Figure 2 and the circuit element values in Table 1, the following pulse responses were calculated for the no-mine (system only) case and the



mine-present (conducting object observed) case: 6



usys (t) = −70.4719e−8.84751×10 t + 0.104684e−249101t −0.00256092e−7089.55t



(1)



and 6



uobs (t) = −70.401e−8.84711×10 t + 0.104602e−249547t −0.00256402e−7090.62t + 0.000038112e−26679.8t .



(2)



In these expressions, the 0.75 µs time delay introduced by the power amplifier is taken into account. Also, (1) and (2) are valid for t ≥ 1µs. Expressions for t < 1µs were also derived but are not presented here. Comparison of (1) and (2) shows that the presence of the mine adds a low-amplitude decaying exponential term to the pulse response of the system alone.



PULSE RESPONSE COMPARISONS Figure 3 plots the no-mine pulse response calculated using the equivalent circuit and measured or calculated values of the circuit element values 2 . Also plotted in Figure 3 is the no-mine pulse response experimentally determined using the MLS method. The similarity of these two results demonstrates the ability of the circuit model to predict the actual system pulse response. Figure 4 plots the difference between the measured system only pulse response, usys (t), and the measured pulse response with the landmine simulant present, uobs (t). For t ≥ 1µs this difference should look like the last term of (2). The decay constant is correct, however the amplitude is quite different. This difference in the predicted and measured values of the amplitude are most likely due to poor estimates for the values of MT O and MOR . Fortunately this error is unimportant to the inference calculations since this amplitude must be assigned a wide prior range in any event. This assignment is necessary because the amplitude of the mine related exponential decay term depends strongly on the in-practice unknown position of the mine.



MODELS AND PRIORS Model M1 is the no-mine model representing the system pulse response when MT O = MOR = 0. This model is in the form of (1) and is given by g1 (t) = x1 exp[−x2 (t − b)] + x3 exp[−(x2 + x4 )(t − b)] +x5 exp[−(x2 + x4 + x6 )(t − b)].



(3)



Model M2 is the mine-present model and represents the system pulse response when the proximity of a mine has added an additional pole to the system transfer function. This 2



For clarity pulse responses plotted herein are delayed by 1 µs.
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FIGURE 3. The no-mine pulse response as calculated using the equivalent circuit and the measured or calculated circuit element values compared to the experimentally determined no-mine pulse response. −3
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FIGURE 4. The difference between the measured system only pulse response usys (t) and the measure pulse response with the landmine simulant present uobs (t).



TABLE 2. Maximum and minimum values in the uniform distributed prior pdfs for the no-mine model parameters. Parameter x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 Minimum Maximum



−0.005 0



2000 10000



0 0.5



1.0 × 105 3.0 × 105



−200 0



4.0 × 106 10.0 × 106



TABLE 3. Maximum and minimum values in the uniform distributed prior pdfs for the mine present model parameters. Parameter x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 Minimum Maximum



−0.005 0



2000 10000



0 0.001



1.0 × 104 3.0 × 104



0 0.5



1.0 × 105 3.0 × 105



−200 0



4.0 × 106 10.0 × 106



model is in the form of (2) and is given by g2 (t) = x1 exp[−x2 (t − b)] + x3 exp[−(x2 + x4 )(t − b)] +x5 exp[−(x2 + x4 + x6 )(t − b)] +x7 exp[−(x2 + x4 + x6 + x8 )(t − b)].



(4)



The constant b = 0.75µs in (3) and (4) accounts for the known time delay introduced by the power amplifier. The prior for the models was set to favor neither model giving the prior odds assignment p(M2 |I)/p(M1 |I) = 1. The pdf for the data given the model, the parameters, and the prior information was assigned as in [13]. Maximum and minimum values in the uniform distributed prior pdfs for the parameters of the no-mine model and mine present models are given in Tables 2 and 3. In the mine present model the parameter x3 is the amplitude of the decay term associated with the mine. A broad prior range was assigned to x3 since it depends strongly on MT O and MOR which in turn depend on the in-practice unknown position of the mine relative to the transmitter and receiver coils. The maximum and minimum values for the other parameters were set to bracket the parameter values determined from (1) and (2).



RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS Using measured pulse response data obtained when the landmine simulant was not present the following posterior odds were obtained using the thermodynamic integration algorithm: log10 [p(M2 |DI)/p(M1 |DI)] = −3.0 . This result indicates that the correct no-mine model is favored by a factor of 1000 over the mine-present model. Using measured pulse response data obtained when the landmine simulant was present resulted in log10 [p(M2 |DI)/p(M1 |DI)] = 1.7 . This result indicates that the correct mine-present model is favored by a factor of 50 over the no-mine model.



The computed posterior odds given above clearly demonstrate the feasibility of using maximal–length sequence excitation and Bayesian model selection in EMI landmine detection. However, much work remains to be done to demonstrate that a landmine detection system using MLS excitation and Bayesian model selection is superior to other systems in its ability to detect mines while avoiding false alarms.
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